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Abstract :
The intensities of primary 7-ray transitions following thermal and average
resonance neutron capture have been found to display a dependence on the
final-state K quantum number. The apparent JiT-hindrance effect is signifi-
cantly stronger in the thermal than in the ARC case. After thermal neutron
capture, the intensity distributions indicate that the "if-allowed" transitions
are associated with a higher number of degrees of freedom than the "K-
forbidden" transitions. Possible explanations for the observed phenomena
are discussed.



Introduction

The projection K of the total angular momentum on the symmetry axis has
proven to be an interesting probe for the degree of chaos in rare earth nuclei.
In a series of recent papers, evidence has been presented for an apparent
if-hindrance effect in the primary 7-decay of states populated through ther-
mal and average resonance neutron capture in deformed nuclei [1-5]. This
result has met considerable opposition, since the K quantum number is not
expected to be conserved at so high excitation energy (Ex ~ 6 - 8 MeV),
and alternative explanations have been presented [6-8].

It was pointed out by T. von Egidy [6] that the initial states are anisotropic
with respect to K, even in the case of complete configuration mixing. A weak
final-state if-dependence arises naturally out of the if-dependent density of
basis states. An interesting idea presented by P. G. Hansen [7] was that the
apparent if-hindrance may be due to an entrance-exit channel correlation
effect, where resonances having large components with ifj = Ktarget ± 1/2 in
their wave function will be favoured both in the neutron capture and in the
subsequent "allowed" dipole 7-decay. B. R. Barrett et al. [8] argued that the
results of [1] were incompatible with the statistical model, and in particular
that the excellent agreement between GOE predictions and NDE (Nuclear
Data Ensemble) for this mass region requires complete if-mixing. This argu-
ment was found to be incorrect by B. Mottelson [9], since the NDE is a pure
/ = K = 1/2 ensemble and thus quite different from the resonance ensemble
actually studied here (see next section).

The alternative interpretations listed above represent some very valuable
ideas about the physics underlying the apparent if-hindrance effect found
experimentally, but nevertheless fail to provide a comprehensive and satis-
factory explanation of all aspects of the phenomenon.

Experimental data - analysis and results

From the low energy regime, it is well known that a 7-transition if, —+ Kf
is if-forbidden if Aif •=• \ K,; — Kf |> A, where X is the multipolarity of the
radiation. The transition rate is then reduced by a factor of approximately

Utilizing data available from literature, we have studied the primary 7-ray
transitions after thermal and ARC neutron capture leading to the formation
of the following deformed nuclei: 168Er 174Yb, m H f (even-even), 166Ho, 176Lu,
182Ta (odd-odd) and 177Lu (odd-Z), all with Ktarget = 7/2 except 174Yb which
has Ktarget — 5/2. Tables of primary 7-rays and level schemes are taken from
Refs. [4,11-17].

Since a-neutrons dominate completely at the low neutron energies used
here, the capture states will have spin values /; = Itarget±l/2 and parity
^target- The usual angular momentum coupling rules give Ki = Ktarget±l/2



in the absence of /f-mixing. Final states with /sT-values Ktarget ~ 3/2 <
Kf < Ktarget + 3/2 can be reached through if-allowed dipole transitions,
while transitions to states with Kf = 0 (1/2), ... ,Ktarget—5/2 are forbidden.

The intensities of high-energy primary dipole transitions from the neu-
tron capture states to low-lying final states with known quantum numbers
I*K have been investigated. Since the transition probabilities depend on
the final-state spin and parity, transitions to levels within the same spin-
parity groups only can be compared directly. It is desirable to be able to
compare all transitions on the same scale, regardless of energy and multi-
polarity. Therefore, dimensionless relative reduced transition probabilities
Xj into the various final states j have been extracted by dividing out the
7-energy dependence and the dependence on the final-state spin and parity
[2]. The quantities Xj can then be grouped according to final-state K-value,
and eventually into one "forbidden" and one "allowed" ensemble. A possible
K-dependence should then be revealed as different centroids and possibly
different shapes for the x distributions obtained for forbidden and allowed
transitions. An empirical "hindrance factor" has been defined as the ratio
R = (X)F/(X)A> where (X)F and (X)A are the mean relative reduced transition
probabilities of the forbidden and allowed transitions, respectively.

The earlier papers [1-5] concluded that there are apparent if-selection
effects in the 7-decay from the neutron resonance region. Results for the
individual nuclei are given in Table 1. A striking observation is that the
if-hindrance seems more profound in thermal neutron capture than in ARC
[2, 3, 5]. The hindrance factors R, averaged over all nuclei studied, are
#therm = 0.62±0.11 and RARC = 0.94±0.09. The uncertainties given here are
calculated as the standard deviation of R for the ensemble of nuclei.

Model calculations and comparisons with data

In order to explore the statistical behaviour of allowed and forbidden tran-
sitions at different neutron energies, the observed transition probability dis-
tributions were compared with theoretical model calculations. The model
constructed for simulating the neutron capture and subsequent 7-decay is
based on the following simple assumptions:

The capture states {i} are described as linear combinations of basis con-
figurations {j} weighted by Porter-Thomas distributed squared amplitudes
Pij. The basis configurations considered show a direct correspondence with
the set of final states in such a way that every initial configuration can decay
to one distinct final state only, which for simplicity is referred to by the same
index {j}. Each resonance is populated through one entrance component
jentrance, the squared amplitude of which is drawn from the same Porter-
Thomas distribution. The 7-decay can then occur through any of the basis
components into the corresponding final state j .



The probability Tj for transition to a given final state j from a total num-
ber n of populated resonances, is given as a sum over the squared amplitudes
Pij of this configuration in the n populated initial states i, weighted by the
entrance component squared amplitudes Pi,jentTance of the respective states:

n

'».j ' Pi.jentrancc • (*•)
1 = 1

The reduced relative transition probabilities Xj are determined as (x)exp •
Tj/(T). Here (T) is the average of all calculated Tj values, and (x)exp is the
experimental average value for the ensemble considered, ensuring that the
theoretical and experimental distributions have the same centroid.

The average resulting distribution of reduced relative transition proba-
bilities x, is simply a Porter-Thomas distribution (a x2 distribution with
one degree of freedom) when one single resonance is populated. When n
grows very large, it approaches a product distribution £?-_i xy, x and y be-
ing independent Porter-Thomas distributed variables [18]. For finite n, the
distribution displays a shape intermediate between a product distribution
and a x2 distribution with n degrees of freedom.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental x distributions after thermal
capture reveals an astonishing difference between /f-allowed and /f-forbidden
transitions, as shown in Figure 1 (subframes a) and &)). The allowed and
forbidden distributions have both different centroids and shapes associated
with different numbers n of initial states (degrees of freedom). The forbidden
distribution displays both a large probability for very weak transitions and
a long tail extending towards high x values, while the allowed distribution
is more concentrated around its centroid. The allowed transitions roughly
follow a distribution corresponding to n^ «s 5 initial states, while the distri-
bution of forbidden transitions is well reproduced assuming np «s 2. The n
value expected should be about 4 if the thermal neutrons hit between two
different resonances for both available spin values /,• = / tor (7et±l/2, populat-
ing narrow intervals of their tail regions. In the immediate vicinity of one
resonance, n would be somewhat smaller.

The experimental distributions from average resonance capture are well
described assuming the same number of initial states, n^ = np « 110 for
both forbidden and allowed transitions (subframes c) and d) of Figure 1).
This is about the number of populated resonances expected from the energy
spread of the 2 keV neutron beam. It is interesting to note that the ratio
Tiji/nf is about two for the thermal data but close to unity at ARC energies.

The inserts in Figure 1 show the squared deviations between experimental
and theoretical distributions as a function of n. The experimental uncertain-
ties are taken to be the square roots of the numbers of transitions in the
various histogram channels. The x2 minima are rather shallow, but the n
values obtained agree well with qualitative expectations from visual inspec-



tion. To give an idea of the uncertainty in n, theoretical distributions for
n i l for thermal data, and n±20 for ARC data, are shown as well as for n,
plotted together with the data.

To demonstrate that the observed pattern is unlikely to be an accidental
consequence of limited statistics, we have split the transitions into four sub-
sets according to their final-state spin, / / = 7 ta r9et±3/2, and / / = Itarget±l/2.
The former group of transitions originate from only one of the two initial spin
values possible (/, = / t a r f f e t±l/2), while the latter may start from both of
them. The split-ensemble experimental data, compared with theoretical cal-
culations, are displayed in Figure 2 (see caption for details). Best fits to
the various subensembles are obtained with the following numbers n of res-
onances: / / = 7tarflet±3/2: UA ~ 4, np « 1; If = Itarget±l/2: nx ~ 6, np ss
3. The allowed-forbidden difference is obvious in all the individual subsets
investigated. It is also interesting to note that the distributions associated
with / / = /torflet±l/2 correspond to approximately twice as many initial
states as the If = Itarget±Z/2 distributions, as expected. This observation
inspires confidence in the statistical quality of the data and the possibility of
extracting physically relevant information from the distribution shapes.

Discussion
A satisfactory theory has to explain the striking difference between the prob-
ability distributions for if-allowed and iC-forbidden transitions, both with
respect to centroids and shapes, seen in the thermal but not in the ARC data.
The two groups of resonance states, separated in energy by only 2 keV, are
expected to be equivalent with respect to quanta! structure, with the same
degree of configuration mixing. The observed difference between the two neu-
tron energies remain a mystery so far, but a few simple speculations about
the underlying physics are presented below.

One possible explanation for the np-nx difference could be fC-mixing for
a subset of the neutron resonances. In that case, the "/C-allowed" final states
can be reached through allowed transitions from all populated states, while
the "if-forbidden" ones are only accessible from the /f-mixed initial states.
A problem with this explanation is that a model assuming two classes of
resonance wave functions with different degrees of /f-mixing is not consistent
with the observation that n^ % np for the ARC data.

Alternatively, the extra degrees of freedom might be associated with the
decay instead of the population process. The question is then why the ad-
ditional exit components, exclusive to the allowed decay, vanish in the ARC
case. One obvious difference between the resonances populated at the two en-
ergies is their neutron width. Since neutron emission mainly occurs through
the high-K entrance component with an s-neutron located in continuum, this
configuration and related ones are expected to contribute less to the 7-decay
at En = 2 keV. The mathematical consequences of such an entrance-exit



correlation, which goes beyond our simple model of decay through randomly
chosen exit components, need to be studied in greater detail.

An intriguing question is whether there might be fundamental structural
differences between the states populated by thermal and ARC neutrons. The
ARC neutrons, which have an energy spread of several hundreds of eV, will
populate ~ 102 resonance states, and the resulting x distributions will mainly
show the properties of the resonances themselves. At thermal energies, the
resonance states display an average width ~ 1 eV and spacing ~10 eV for a
given spin value. The thermal neutrons enter the nuclei at En % Bn -f 1/30
eV with a very small energy spread, and are most likely to hit between two
resonances, populating a narrow interval of their tail regions. The associ-
ated transition probability distributions will reflect the quanta! properties of
the resonance tails and possibly additional background. One may speculate
whether the thermal cross section includes some kind of nonresonant states
with less K mixing than the resonances dominating the ARC cross section. It
is not clear how such states should be modelled mathematically. One possi-
ble contribution to the nonresonant cross section might be potential capture,
where 7-decay takes place directly from the entrance component [19].

The main objective of this Rapid Communication has been to present
the experimental results and to point at possible interpretations in a qual-
itative and non-exhaustive way. To advance from this point, we plan an
empirical study of correlations between transition probability and final-state
microscopic structure, for instance in terms of similarity to the entrance
configuration, as initiated by Soloviev [20]. More sophisticated simulations,
encompassing possible entrance-exit correlation effects and single-particle se-
lection rules, are needed. Experimental studies aimed at understanding the
capture, thermalization and decay processes and the quantal structure of the
narrow resonances and the continuum between them, would be of great value.

Summary and conclusions
The primary 7-decay of an ensemble of well-deformed nuclei after thermal
and 2 keV neutron capture reveals a significant difference in the average tran-
sition probabilities for K-allowed and K-forbidden transitions. The effect is
considerably stronger at thermal energies, where the effective hindrance fac-
tor R = (x)F/(x)A equals 0.62±0.11, compared to 0.94±0.09 in the ARC
data. This seems to indicate a smaller degree of K mixing among the states
populated by thermal neutron capture, which is quite surprising.

Simulations of the neutron capture and the subsequent 7-decay have been
performed in a schematic model with Porter-Thomas distributed basis config-
urations. The number of degrees of freedom needed to reproduce the shape
of the transition probability distributions measured after thermal neutron
capture is approximately twice as large for K-allowed as for K-forbidden
transitions. This suggests that the higher average intensity of K-ailowed



transitions may be due to a higher number of contributions. In the ARC
data, the same number of degrees of freedom (~ 110) describes the distribu-
tion shapes regardless of /f-forbiddenness.

The physical interpretation of these results is still uncertain. One possi-
bility is that the allowed transitions after thermal capture originate from a
higher number of initial states, including continuum states between the reso-
nances. Alternatively, the number of available initial states may be the same
for all transitions, but the allowed decay may take place through a higher
number of exit components. Since the 7-decay pattern after thermal neutron
capture seems to indicate less if-mixing than in the ARC case, one may
speculate whether the thermal neutrons populate states with less K mixing
than the ordinary resonance states.

Further experimental and theoretical studies are necessary in order to
shed light on the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed effects.
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Tables:

Nucleus

i«E r

174Yb
178Hf

166Ho
176Lu
182Ta
177Lu

All nuclei

(x )F

(thermal)

0.76
0.86

0.84
0.72
0.71
0.60

0.59
0.73

(18)

(7)
(15)
(17)
(17)
(7)
(10)
(91)

(*)A
(thermal)

1.08 (48)
1.12 (8)
1.33 (9)

1.23 (21)
1.31 (16)
1.19 (15)
1.31 (13)

1.19 (130)

Ratio R
(thermal)

0.71
0.77
0.63
0.59
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.62

( i )F

(2 keV)

0.94
1.01

0.96
0.97
1.02
0.82

0.96

(17)

(7)
(14)
(19)
(17)
(6)

(80)

)A

(2 keV)

1.02
1.07

1.05
0.99
0.98
1.07

1.02

(30)

(8)
(10)
(26)
(13)

(11)

(98)

Ratio R
(2 keV)

0.92
0.94
0.91
0.97
1.04
0.76

0.94

Table 1: Average reduced relative transition probabilities (x)p and (X)A
for forbidden and allowed transitions, and effective hindrance factors R =
(X)F/(X)A- The numbers of transitions in the various ensembles are listed in
parentheses.



Figure captions:

Figure 1 Experimental distributions (filled histograms) of relative reduced tran-
sition probabilities x for a) allowed and b) forbidden transitions, ther-
mal energies, and c) allowed and d) forbidden transitions, ARC en-
ergies. The data are compared with theoretical x distributions for
different numbers n of resonances (open histograms). Inserts: Squared
deviation x2 between calculated distributions and data for various n.

Figure 2 Experimental x distributions for allowed and forbidden transitions af-
ter thermal neutron capture (filled histograms), separated into different
spin groups, / / = Itarget ± 3/2, for a) allowed and b) forbidden transi-
tions, and / / = /jorgeti 1/2) for c) allowed and d) forbidden transitions.
The data are compared with theoretical x distributions for n resonances
(open histograms). Inserts: Same as for Figure 1.
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